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Good morning! Bea is very happy today.
There must be a surprise waiting for him.
Oh! There is no surprise?
Where is everybody?
“Mom, do you know what today is?” Bea asks. “Today is cooking day,” Mom replies. Oh no! Mom forgot!
“Sister, do you know what today is?” Bea asks. “Today is drawing day,” his sister says. Bea wonders why his sister does not remember.
“Little Brother, what day is today?” Bea asks. “Ball! Ball!” his brother says.
Maybe Bea’s friends will remember!
“Rabbit, what day is today?” asks Bea. “Today is sewing day,” says Rabbit.
“Deer, what day it is today?” asks Bea. “Today is harvest day,” Deer replies. Bea is beginning to feel sad.
Monkey says it is fruit-picking day. Frog says it is singing day. Elephant says it is book-reading day.
No one remembers that today is Bea’s special day!
Bea is sad and tired.
Happy Birthday, Bea!
In fact, everyone remembered! Bea is very happy.
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